Abstract. Multi-atlas segmentation provides a general purpose, fully automated class of techniques for transferring spatial information from an existing dataset ("atlases") to a previously unseen context ("target") through image registration. The method used to combine information after registration ("label fusion") has a substantial impact on the overall accuracy and robustness. In practice, weighted voting techniques have dramatically outperformed algorithms based on statistical fusion (i.e., algorithms that incorporate rater performance into the estimation process -STAPLE). We posit that a critical limitation of statistical techniques (as generally proposed) is that they fail to incorporate intensity seamlessly into the estimation process and models of observation error. Herein, we propose a novel statistical fusion algorithm, Non-Local STAPLE, which merges the STAPLE framework with a non-local means perspective. Non-Local STAPLE (1) seamlessly integrates intensity into the estimation process, (2) provides a theoretically consistent model of multi-atlas observation error, and (3) largely bypasses the need for group-wise unbiased registrations. We demonstrate significant improvements in two empirical multi-atlas experiments.
Introduction
The de facto standard baseline for large-scale, consistent, and robust segmentation is to perform a multi-atlas segmentation in which a collection of canonical atlases (with labels) are registered to a target-of-interest [1, 2] . Here, we focus on the problem of resolving voxelwise conflicts between the registered atlases (i.e., "label fusion"). Voting fusion strategies (e.g., a majority vote) have long provided robust segmentations. Recently, weighted voting using global [3] , local [4] , semi-local [5] and non-local [6] intensity similarities between the atlases and the target have demonstrated significant improvements in segmentation accuracy. Particularly for neurological applications, highly local weights have provided the most consistent and accurate segmentation estimates [4, 5] .
In contrast to voting, statistical fusion strategies (e.g., Simultaneous Truth And Performance Level Estimation, STAPLE [7] ) directly integrate a model of rater behavior (i.e., labeling error probabilities). Despite elegant theory and success with Fig. 1 . Flowchart of the Nonintensities to construct a non process. Point-wise correspond human raters, applications t In response, a myriad of varying difficulty [10] and exogenous intensity inform efforts have relied upon i result, statistical fusion s applications.
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2.1
The Non-local STAPLE Algorithm NLS uses an Expectation-Maximization (EM) approach to estimate the true latent segmentation based on the target intensities, atlas information, and the rater performance level parameters (Figure 1) . Estimation of the true segmentation (E-Step) follows [7] . Let , where represents the probability that the true label associated with voxel is label . Using a Bayesian expansion and conditional independence between the raters, the solution for on iteration is , , ,
where is a voxelwise a priori distribution of the underlying segmentation, and is the label decision by atlas and corresponding voxel . In NLS, we assume that we do not know which voxel on atlas corresponds with voxel on the target. We approximate the expansion with the expected value of Eq. 1 based on the probability of correspondence across the images and an assumption of conditional independence between the labels and intensity:
where is the search neighborhood of voxel , and is the probability of the non-local correspondence between the target at voxel and voxel on atlas . We use a standard non-local means approach to define:
where · is the set of intensities in the patch neighborhood of a given intensity location, is the Euclidean distance between voxels and in image space, and and are the standard deviations of the assumed Gaussian distributions governing the intensity similarity and the Euclidean distance-based decay, respectively. Lastly, is a partition function that enforces the constraint that ∑ 1.
Finally, we revisit Eq. 2 and, using the fact that , find that the final representation for the voxelwise label probabilities is 
Noting the constraint that each row of the rater performance matrix must sum to one to be a valid probability mass function (i.e., ∑ 1), we can maximize the performance level parameters by formulating the constrained optimization problem using a LaGrange multiplier. After taking the element-wise partial derivative and using the constraint that ∑ 1, the performance update becomes
Initialization and Convergence
As is typical [7] , NLS was initialized with performance parameters equal to 0.95 along the diagonal and randomly setting the off-diagonal elements to fulfill the required constraints. For all presented experiments, the voxelwise label prior, , was initialized using the probabilities from a "weak" log-odds majority vote (i.e., decay coefficient set to 0.5) [5] , and the search neighborhood, , was initialized to an 11 11 11 window centered at the target voxel of interest. Several values for the patch neighborhood, · , are considered in this manuscript all of which are centered at the voxels of interest. Unless otherwise noted, the values of the standard deviation parameters, and , were set to 0.1 and , respectively. Lastly, convergence of the algorithm was detected when the average change in the ondiagonal elements of the performance level parameters fell below 10 .
Methods and Results
As benchmarks, we compare to a log-odds majority vote (MV) [5] , a locally weighted vote (LWV) [5] , and STAPLE [7] . For the voting algorithms, the implementation was the same as suggested in [5] . Note that LWV has a parameter that is essentially equivalent to the NLS parameter . For fairness of comparison, this parameter was set to the same value (herein, 0.1) for both algorithms. STAPLE was initialized using the same value for as NLS. For both STAPLE and NLS, "consensus voxels" (herein, voxels where max 0.95) were ignored. For all experiments, the atlases were intensity normalized to the 25 th and 75 th percentiles. All pair-wise registrations were performed using an initial affine registration followed by a non-rigid procedure (Adaptive Bases Algorithm [12] ). After registration the images were cropped to obtain a reasonable region of interest. Quantitative accuracy was primarily assessed using the Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC).
Thyroid Multi-atlas Segmentation
First, we analyzed the fusion accuracy on an empirical multi-atlas approach for thyroid segmentation using a collection of 15 head and neck atlases. The computed tomography (CT) images used in this experiment were collected from consenting patients who underwent intensity-modulated radiation therapy. The patients were injected with 80mL of Optiray 320, a 68% iversol-based nonionic contrast agent. Each image has a voxel size of 1 1 3 mm . We performed a leave-one-out crossvalidation experiment (i.e., 14 atlases per segmentation estimate) to assess fusion accuracy. NLS was run using various patch neighborhood sizes (1 1 1, 3 3 3, 5 5 3, and 7 7 3). NLS substantially improved thyroid segmentation accuracy with the 3 3 3 patch neighborhood significantly outperforming all other algorithms (p < .05, Figure  2A ). Median DSC performance was improved by 0.05 over LWV and 0.08 over STAPLE. The quantitative results seen in Figure 2A show the accuracy (in terms of the DSC) of the considered algorithms across the 15 atlases. Note the significant outliers in the results for the voting-based algorithms. Qualitative results can be seen in Figure 2B , where, for all considered algorithms, a representative slice and a 3D rendering of the point-wise surface distance error is presented. The various estimations from NLS are all qualitatively superior to the other benchmarks, as they more accurately estimated the underlying shape and size and resulted in substantial reductions in point-wise surface distance error. For small patch neighborhoods (e.g., 1 1 1), it is evident that high quality boundaries are estimated but "speckle noise" is more likely to be apparent. Alternatively, for larger windows, estimations are smoother but sacrifice the high quality boundary estimation.
Whole-Brain Multi-atlas Segmentation
Second, we examine fusion accuracy on an empirical experiment for whole-brain segmentation. A collection of 15 brains (OASIS, www.oasis-brains.org) were manually labeled (www.braincolor.org) by an expert anatomist. For each atlas a collection 26 labels were considered ranging from large structures (e.g. cortical gray matter) to smaller deep brain structures. All images were 1mm isotropic. To assess overall accuracy, we performed a cross-validation experiment using 5 to 14 atlases per target atlas. The per-label accuracy was assessed using 5 atlases per target. Lastly, the sensitivity of NLS with respect to the parameters and was assessed. Due to the large number of labels and limited atlases, STAPLE results were poor (not shown). The results of the cross-validation (Figure 3) demonstrate that NLS provides consistent improvement in segmentation accuracy. For overall accuracy (reported as mean DSC, Figure 3A) , NLS resulted in significant improvement (p < 0.05 over the other algorithms regardless of the number of atlases and provided estimates that are less dependent upon the number of atlases fused. Unlike the thyroid results, a single voxel neighborhood resulted in consistent improvement over larger neighborhood sizes. NLS using a single voxel neighborhood resulted in qualitatively more accurate segmentations ( Figure 3B-3F) . The per-label results ( Figure 3G ) demonstrate that, particularly for the larger labels, the NLS estimates are vastly superior to a locally weighted vote. NLS using a 1 1 1 patch neighborhood resulted in significantly superior (p < 0.05) results over LWV on 23 out of 26 labels and for 16 out of 26 labels over NLS using a 3 3 3 patch neighborhood. Neither MV nor LWV was significantly superior to either NLS approach for any label. Lastly, the sensitivity of NLS to two of the model parameters, and (Eq. 3), can be appreciated in Figure 4 . NLS accuracy decreases for values that result in segmentations that are overly noisy (small values) or overly smooth (larger values) ( Figure 4A ). Note that the value of this parameter is largely dependent upon the intensity normalization process (i.e., the relative distribution of atlas and target intensities). NLS sensitivity to , which can be interpreted as a proxy for sensitivity to search window size, is presented in Figure 4B . For values that are too small, accuracy sharply diminishes as too few voxels are used in constructing the non-local correspondence. Alternatively, values that are too large result in the inclusion of regions of the image that are not anatomically indicative of the label of interest.
Discussion
Non-Local STAPLE represents the first statistical fusion algorithm that (1) creates a cohesive theoretical model specifically targeting registered atlas observation behavior, and (2) incorporates intensity seamlessly into the core of the fusion framework's rater model. Both of these goals are accomplished through the reformulation of the STAPLE algorithm from a non-local means perspective and the integration of the concept of non-local correspondence into the estimation process. NLS models atlas observation behavior by learning which label would have been observed, given perfect correspondence between the target and the atlases. NLS overcomes several of the current obstacles that plague both the accuracy and theoretical underpinning of label fusion algorithms. We demonstrated superior performance over premier label fusion algorithms on two empirical multi-atlas experiments for segmentation of the thyroid ( Figure 2 ) and whole-brain segmentation (Figures 3 and 4) . While the sensitivity of NLS is assessed with respect to the number of atlases fused ( Figure 3A ) and the parameters and (Figure 4) , several questions still persist in order to understand the optimality of the algorithm. For example, the effect of using an alternative similarity metric (e.g., normalized correlation coefficients or mutual information) to the assumed Gaussian difference model presented here (Eq. 3) need to be investigated. Alternative similarity measures may dramatically lessen the impact of noise in the intensity images and the need for accurate intensity normalization between the target and the atlases. Additionally, automated techniques for determining optimal window sizes (i.e. and ) and initialization strategies would provide valuable advancements for the applicability of NLS to new problem spaces.
Recently, several advancements to the STAPLE framework have been suggested to account for spatially varying labeling difficulty [2, 10] and rater performance [8, 9] . We propose that these advancements could be integrated in a straightforward manner into the current theoretical formulation governing NLS. Further investigation into their applicability to the NLS framework represents fascinating areas of continuing research. Additionally, while not presented here, future investigation into the relationship between NLS and non-local voting based algorithms [6] is critical to understanding the importance of integrating performance level estimates into the multi-atlas estimation process. Lastly, integration of Markov Random Fields (MRF) [5, 7] and global/local atlas pre-selection [9] could provide valuable benefits in terms of segmentation accuracy (e.g., limiting the effects seen in Figure 2B ).
